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**Paste Preparation**

Dissolver, for mixing and homogenisation
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Paste Preparation

Filter, for filtering and vacuuming
Paste Preparation

Three Roller Mill, for preparing pigments and masterbatches.
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Sinus-Wall Mixer, for paste amendments
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**Paste Preparation**

Paste basins
Paste Preparation

PU-Soluter, for the solution of PU-Chips
Representing The Easymixer

Lab Dissolver for mixing and dissolving of paste, PVC-, PU-paste, lacquers, dispersion paint etc.

Lab dissolver consist of:

- Rack with chain tension and linear guide
- in height adjustable, with fixing device
- AC motor with 400- 2000 U/min.
- Mechanical gear regulation for speed adjustment
- Mixing container (5 liter)
- different dispersion disk
- Operator control panel with on /off switch
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Paste Preparation

The Easymixer

- Separate switch box with master switch and 5 m feed line
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The Labdissolver

Technical data
• 20 litres capacity
• speed 650 - 3000 min⁻¹
• with vacuum unit
• integrated side scraper
• ex proofed